
Flexible Zoning 
You can group cameras into named 
zones. This allows for the different 
zones to be armed independently, 
while other zones permit access. 

Remote Arming and Disarming 
Traditional security systems require a keyholder to be 
on site to arm or disarm the system, this has risks in 
terms of requiring a staff member to walk into an area 
of potential danger. CORE allows the keyholder to safely 
arm and disarm a site remotely using their mobile.

From one device, any time of the day or night, the interactive 
Core app gives you full control over your Netwatch system.

Alarm Response 
(Protocol) 
Assign certain alarm types to certain 
people. This will ensure you receive 
the level of response that you want. 
Changes are effective immediately.

Managing Complex  
Corporate Sites 
Managing your security settings across multiple sites 
is a simplified process using Netwatch CORE. You can 
assign and control employee permission levels across 
multiple sites. This is also the option to get alerts when 
users make changes to protocol details.

Visitor Pass 
Manage visitor access remotely 
from your smartphone and ensure 
maximum security in the process. 
Instantly set up a visitor with a unique 
single use CORE password to apply a 
temporary mask to a camera or zone. 

Scheduling Arming &
Disarming
Never forget to arm your site again. CORE allows you to 
set up a schedule of arming and disarming times with 
recurring times being stored, along with exceptions such 
as holidays. Arming schedules are easily visible on your 
dashboard and can be amended anytime, anywhere. 

Interactive Site Map 
No longer do you need to recall where 
each camera is located. Our interactive 
map appears on the homepage of 
Netwatch CORE allowing you to  
easily follow the camera sequence 
around the site. 

Visibility & Control over  
Video Alarm System 
Netwatch CORE delivers regular updates to keep you 
informed about the activity on your site. This gives you 
confidence knowing everything is working as it should. 

Netwatch



ACTIVITY

Visibility and control over alarm system

Access to multi-sites

View arming status

Set favorite cameras

Flexible zoning

Visitor pass

Alarm escalation

Scheduled arming & disarming

Managing complex corporate sites

Remote arming and disarming

Interactive site map

Manage alarm protocols

Site Design

Customer Onboarding

WEBSITE APP

* Some of the more complex features are only available on the website due to screen size.

 Easy to use
 Unique individual passwords  

 -no password sharing
 Tailored to your needs
 Records all events and creates  

 an audit trail

 Visitors are identified
 Multiple users allowed 
 Protocol can be amended virtually
 Extra Layer of safety
 Fast access
 Always connected
 Variety of permission levels allowed

Accessibility

Benefits of

Gives you flexibility and control.

Contact Details
Tel: 877-353-3031
www.nmccentral.com
 
National Monitoring Center (NMC), a Netwatch Group Company, is the premier third party monitoring company in the United 
States with monitoring centers in CA and TX. As part of The Netwatch Group, NMC expands its suite of wholesale monitoring 
services with proactive video monitoring, exclusively available through its dealer partners.
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